Background. People with schizophrenia recognize speech poorly under multiple-people-talking (informational masking) conditions. In reverberant environments, direct-wave signals from a speech source are perceptually integrated with the source reflections (the precedence effect), forming perceived spatial separation (PSS) between different sources and consequently improving target-speech recognition against informational masking. However, the brain substrates underlying the schizophrenia-related vulnerability to informational masking and whether schizophrenia affects the unmasking effect of PSS are largely unknown.
Introduction
People with schizophrenia perform poorly in various perceptual/cognitive tasks (Gjerde, 1983; Nuechterlein & Dawson, 1984; Fish & Granholm, 2008) , particularly when the perceptual/cognitive workload is high (Nuechterlein et al. 1994; Seidman et al. 1998; Verleger et al. 2013) . Consistently, in a 'cocktail party' environment with multiple people talking, people with schizophrenia perform worse in recognizing speech than healthy people because they are more vulnerable to informational speech masking (Wu et al. 2012 . To date, the brain substrates underlying this schizophrenia-related vulnerability have not been reported in the literature.
When the 'cocktail party' environment is reverberant, it become even more difficult for listeners to attend to and recognize speech. To improve speech recognition under this adverse listening condition, listeners usually take advantage of various perceptual and/or cognitive cues available to facilitate perceptual segregation between speech sources. These cues include the precedence effect-induced perceived spatial separation (PSS) between target speech and masking speech (Freyman et al. 1999; Li et al. 2004 Li et al. , 2013 Wu et al. 2005; Rakerd et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2008) .
Spatial separation between a target sound and its masking sounds improves recognition of the target mainly by: (1) the acoustic effect of head shadowing that increases the signal-to-masker ratio (SMR) at the ear near the target; (2) the neurophysiological effect of the disparity in arriving-time difference between inputs to the two ears (i.e. the effect of the disparity in interaural time difference); and (3) the effect of selective attention that facilitates the target salience and reduces the masker salience . In a reverberant environment, although numerous sound reflections bouncing from surfaces limit or even abolish both the head-shadowing and interaural-interaction effects, the perceptually unmasking effect still remains (Koehnke & Besing, 1996; Freyman et al. 1999; Darwin & Hukin, 2000; Culling et al. 2003; Zurek et al. 2004; Kidd et al. 2005) . The persistence of the perceptually unmasking effect under reverberant conditions is based on the auditory precedence effect (see below).
Under a reverberant condition, the signal of the direct sound wave from a source can be perceptually integrated with signals of its time-delayed and linearly filtered reflections: attributes of the reflections are perceptually captured by the direct wave , resulting in a single fused image of the source whose perceived location is around the location of the source (the precedence effect, Wallach et al. 1949; Zurek, 1980; Freyman et al. 1991; Huang et al. 2011) . In a simulated reverberant environment, the precedence effect can cause PSS of a target signal from other disruptive stimuli (which will not be as highly correlated with the target signal). For example, when both a target speech and a masker are presented by each of the two spatially separated (e.g. left and right) loudspeakers and the right loudspeaker is the leading loudspeaker for both target and masker (simulating the two sources) with a leading time of 3 ms (meanwhile the left loudspeaker simulates the reflections), the listener will perceive both the target 'image' and the masker 'image' as coming from the right loudspeaker [i.e. the perceived spatial co-location (PSC) condition]. Under this PSC condition, if a listener attends to the target, it is difficult for the listener to ignore the spatially co-located masker. However, when the left loudspeaker becomes the leading one only for the masker, the listener will perceive the masker 'image' as coming from the left loudspeaker, with the target 'image' still as coming from the right loudspeaker (i.e. the PSS condition) . Under the PSS condition, because the masker 'image' is outside of the attention focus to the target, the masker signal can be ignored or even suppressed. It has been confirmed that the precedence effectinduced PSS between target speech and masking speech markedly improves target-speech recognition by both enhancing spatial attention to the target and suppressing spatial attention to the masker (Freyman et al. 1999; Li et al. 2004 Li et al. , 2013 Wu et al. 2005; Rakerd et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2008) . It should be noted that when the locations of the two spatially separated loudspeakers are symmetric to the listener, shifts between the two listening conditions do not change the SMR (in sound pressure level), compactness/diffusiveness, timbre, or loudness of the sounds. In other words, peripheral processes are not affected. To date, although progress has been made in understanding the brain regions involved in either speech perception or masking of speech (e.g. Scott & Wise, 2003; Scott et al. 2004; Ding & Simon, 2012; McGettigan et al. 2012; Scott & McGettigan, 2013) , the brain substrates underlying the unmasking effect of PSS have not been reported in the literature.
People with schizophrenia both exhibit the intactness of the precedence effect (Mickey & Dalack, 2005) and can use temporally pre-presented auditory content/voice prime to improve their target-speech recognition (Wu et al. 2012) . So far no studies have examined whether people with schizophrenia can also use the precedence-effect-induced PSS to improve target-speech recognition against informational speech masking. Moreover, it is not clear whether the neural mechanism underlying PSS in people with schizophrenia is the same as or different from that in healthy people.
Thus, the first goal of this study was to investigate the brain substrates underlying the schizophreniarelated deficits of speech recognition under the listening condition with informational speech masking under a simulated reverberant environment. The second goal of this study was to investigate whether the PSS between target speech and masking speech improves target-speech recognition in people with schizophrenia and whether the brain activation induced by the PSS in people with schizophrenia differs from that in healthy people.
Method

Participants
Patients with schizophrenia were recruited in the Guangzhou Brain Hospital, with age ranging from 18 to 59 years. Their diagnoses were based on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (First et al. 2012) . Some potential patient participants were excluded due to hearing loss, alcohol/drug abuse, a treatment with electroconvulsive therapy within the past 6 months, and/or a treatment of trihexyphenidyl hydrochloride with a dose of more than 6 mg/day. Demographics-matched healthy participants (controls) were recruited from communities around the hospital. They showed no significant differences in age, gender and education level compared with participants with schizophrenia. They were telephone interviewed first and then examined with the SCID.
All participants were right-handed and showed normal pure-tone hearing thresholds (<30 dB hearing level) between 125 and 8000 Hz. Their first language was Mandarin Chinese. Both participants and patient participants' guarantees gave written informed consent for the participation in this study. The locally validated version of the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) tests (Si et al. 2004 ) was conducted on the day of behavioural testing or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning.
A total of 18 healthy participants and 24 patients with schizophrenia participated in both the behavioural testing and fMRI scanning. However, due to excessive head movement and/or failure in following the instructions to button press, two healthy participants and four patient participants were excluded. Hence, a total of 16 healthy participants and 20 patients (see online Supplementary Table S1) were included in both behavioural data and fMRI data analyses.
The procedures of this study were approved by the Independent Ethics Committee of the Guangzhou Brain Hospital.
Stimuli and equipment
Speech stimuli were Chinese nonsense sentences, which are syntactically correct but not semantically meaningful (see Helfer, 1997; Yang et al. 2007 ). For example, the English translation of a Chinese nonsense sentence is 'One appreciation could retire his ocean' (the three keywords are underlined). Obviously, the sentence frame provides no contextual support for recognizing keywords. Target sentences were spoken by a young female talker (talker A). The speech masker was a 47-s loop of digitally combined continuous recordings for Chinese nonsense sentences (whose keywords did not appear in target sentences) spoken by two different young female talkers (talkers B and C) (Yang et al. 2007) .
All the speech signals were digitally processed with head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) to generate virtual sound images that appeared to occur under free-field listening conditions (Brungart et al. 2005; Qu et al. 2008 Qu et al. , 2009 ). More specifically, HRTF data were first derived from the PKU-IOA HRTF database , which was based on the acoustic filtering by a Knowles Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research (Knowles Electronics, Inc., USA). The speech signals were filtered with the HRTFs to simulate source locations at 90°left and 90°right to the listener in the azimuth, respectively.
Moreover, based on the precedence effect paradigm, both the target and masker were simulated as being presented by each of the two spatially separated 'loudspeakers' with the inter-source interval of 3 ms. For example, under the PSS condition, when the onset of the target sound presented from the left headphone led that from the right headphone by 3 ms, and the onset of the masker sound presented from the left headphone lagged behind that from the right headphone by 3 ms, due to the precedence effect, the perceptually fused target image was perceived as coming from the left location and the fused masker image was perceived as coming from the right location. Also, under the PSC condition, both the onset of the target sound and that of the masker sound presented from the left headphone either led or lagged behind those from the right headphone by 3 ms, leading to a perceptually fused target sound 'image' and a perceptually fused masker 'image' as coming from the same location.
In the behavioural test, the acoustic signals were calibrated by a sound-level meter (AUDit and System 824; Larson Davis, USA), transformed from a notebookcomputer sound card (ATI SB450 AC97, Beijing, China) to headphones (model HDA 600; Wedemark, Germany) and presented to the participant at the sound pressure level of 60 dB. The sound pressure level of the speech masker was adjusted to produce four SMRs: −8, −4, 0 and 4 dB.
In the fMRI experiment, the acoustic stimuli were presented through a magnetic resonance-compatible pneumatic headphone system (SAMRTEC; China) driven by Presentation software (version 0.70). The target level was about 60 dB sound pressure level (after attenuation by earplugs) and the SMR was −4 dB. A 3.0-Tesla Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Veenpluis 4-6, the Netherlands) was used to acquire blood oxygenation level-dependent ( 
Design and procedures
Behavioural testing
There were two within-subject variables: (1) listening condition (PSS, PSC); and (2) SMR (−8, −4, 0 and 4 dB). For each participant, there were eight testing conditions and 12 trials (also 12 target-sentence presentations)
for each condition. The presentation order for the eight combinations of spatial condition and SMR were partially counterbalanced across participants in each participant group using a Latin square order. In a trial, the participant, who was seated at the centre of a quiet room in the hospital, pressed the 'Enter' key on a computer keyboard to start the masker presentation. About 1 s later, the target sentence was presented. Then the target sentence terminated with the masker. After the masker/target co-presentation was finished, the participant was instructed to loudly repeat the whole target sentence as best as he/she could. The experimenters, who sat quietly behind the participant, scored whether each of the two syllables for each of the three keywords had been identified correctly. A logistic psychometric function,
was fit to individual participants' speech recognition performances, using the Levenberg-Marquardt method, where y is the probability of correct recognition of the keywords, x is the SMR corresponding to y, μ (threshold in dB) is the SMR corresponding to 50% correct on the psychometric function, and σ determines the slope of the psychometric function Yang et al. 2007 ). Thus, μ could be used to evaluate the behavioural performance (a lower μ represented a better performance). The Δμ (difference in μ between the PSS and PSC conditions) presented the unmasking effect induced by PSS. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post-hoc tests (when necessary) was performed using SPSS 16.0 software (USA). The null hypothesis was rejected at the level of 0.05.
fMRI experiments
The whole-course scanning consisted of an 8-min run for localizing the auditory cortex, two 10-min functional runs for associating with auditory speech perception, and an 8-min run for scanning brain structures. There were 60 trials for each of the two functional runs, 20 for each of the three listening conditions (PSS, PSC and baseline stimulation) with a random presenting order for individual participants. Thus, 40 images were collected for each condition and 120 images were obtained in total. The masker-only condition was used as the baseline to highlight the effect of target-speech presentation. The sparse-imaging strategy was used to avoid the effect of machine noise on the auditory task: stimuli were presented only during the resting period between successive scanning periods (Hall et al. 1999) . In each trial, to ensure that the stimulus-evoked haemodynamic responses peaked within the scanning period (Wild et al. 2012) , the stimulus presentation was so temporally positioned that the stimulus-presentation midpoint occurred 4100 ms before the following scanning onset.
In a scanning trial (online Supplementary Fig. S1 ), the two-talker masker was presented in quiet 800 ms after the last scanning trial. About 1 s later, the target sentence was presented. Then the target sentence terminated with the masker. To maintain participants' attention to target speech, participants were instructed to press the left button on a response box using their right index finger if they heard a target sentence, and press the right button if they did not.
All participants who participated in fMRI scanning were screened for MR safety prior to scanning. Participants were also provided a brief training to ensure that they understood both the instructions and their press-button responses under each of the stimulus conditions. fMRI data processing and analyses
Preprocessing
All fMRI data were processed and analysed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UK). The procedures included: (1) correcting functional images for head movements; (2) co-registering anatomical images with the mean realigned images and then normalizing to a standard template (ICBM space) using the SPM8 unified segmentation routine; (3) warping all functional images using deformation parameters generated from the normalization process, including re-sampling to a voxel size of 3.0 × 3.0 × 4.0 mm 3 ; (4) spatial smoothing with a Gaussian kernel with 8-mm fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM). Due to the long TR of this sparse-imaging paradigm, no slice timing was used.
Random-effect analyses
A hierarchical random-effect model with two levels was used in statistical analyses in SPM8. At the first level, the onset and duration of each run were modelled using a general linear model according to the condition types. The second and third functional runs were modelled as one session within the design matrix, and three conditions (separation, co-location and baseline) were included in the model. Six realignment parameters were included to account for residual movement-related effects (Friston et al. 1996) . Random-effect analyses were conducted based on the statistical parameter maps from each participant to allow population inference. Contrast images of the 'separation > baseline', 'co-location > baseline' and 'separation > co-location' from the first-level analysis in each participant were entered into the second-level onesample t test in the healthy control group and the patient group separately. Contrasts between the two participant groups were performed by second-level two-sample t tests (in SPM8). For the whole-brain analysis, only the peak signals that were statistically significant at the p value less than 0.05 [false discovery rate (FDR) corrected, with the activation size larger than 10 contiguous voxels] were reported.
Three main contrasts between conditions were computed: (1) 'separation > baseline'; (2) 'co-location > baseline'; and (3) 'separation > co-location'. The difference in the contrast of 'separation > baseline' and that of 'co-location > baseline' between controls and patients were used to reveal the schizophrenia-related abnormal brain regions involved in target speech recognition when target sound and masking sound come from different or the same perceptual direction. The contrast of 'separation > co-location' was computed to reveal the brain areas involved in the unmasking effect induced by PSS.
Region-of-interest (ROI) analyses
ROI analyses were conducted to examine the role that the brain regions played in either the target speech-recognition performance against informational masking or the speech-unmasking effect induced by PSS. The ROIs were defined by the activation clusters extracted from the SPM files of the 'separation > baseline', 'co-location > baseline' or 'separation > co-location' contrasts (MarsBaR: ROI toolbox for SPM; http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) in healthy control and patient participants (FDR corrected). The parameter estimates of signal intensity for each ROI were extracted from each individual participant. Then the mean contrast value (CV) for each condition (i.e. the parameter estimate for PSS condition minus the parameter estimate for baseline, averaged across participants) for each ROI were calculated (Wild et al. 2012) . Spearman correlation analyses were performed using SPSS 16.0 software to investigate the correlation between: (1) the intensity of brain activities (CV); (2) behavioural performance (μ or Δμ); and (3) psychiatric symptoms scores (i.e. the positive symptom scores of the PANSS, negative symptom scores of PANSS, and total scores of PANSS). The null hypothesis was rejected at the level of 0.05.
Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses
PPI analyses (Friston et al. 1997) were performed to identify which brain regions showed significantly increased functional connectivity with the activity of the most critical brain structures (seeds) related to PSS compared with PSC. The coordinates of the peak voxel from the contrast of 'separation > co-location' in random-effects analyses were used as the landmarks for the individual seed voxels. A seed region in each participant was defined as a sphere with 5-mm radius centred at the peak voxel. The time series of seed regions were then extracted, and the PPI regressors which reflected the interaction between psychological variable (PSS v. PSC) and the activation time course of the seed regions were calculated.
The individual contrast images, which reflected the effects of PPI between the seed regions and other brain areas, were subsequently subjected to the second-level one-sample t tests in each of the participant groups to identify the brain regions showing increased co-variation with the activity of the seed regions in analyses of the PSS condition against the PSC condition. Then individual participants' contrast images were entered into the second-level two-sample t tests for group comparisons. In PPI analyses, peak signals that were statistically significant at p values less than 0.05 (FDR corrected) were reported. Fig. 1a shows comparisons in group mean percentage correct recognition of keywords in target speech between the healthy control group (left panel) and the patient group (right panel) as a function of SMR (along with the group mean best-fitting psychometric functions) under either the PSS condition or the PSC condition. Fig. 1b shows the threshold μ of the speech-recognition performance for each of the two participant groups under either the PSS or PSC condition. Obviously, healthy controls had better speech-recognition performance than patients. Interestingly, similar to healthy controls, patient participants were able to use the PSS cue to improve their target-speech recognition (Fig. 1c) .
Results
Behavioural testing
To statistically examine the differences in percentage correct performance between the participant groups, a 2 (group: control, patient) by 2 (spatial condition: separation, co-location) by 4 (SMR: −8, −4, 0, and 4 dB) threeway ANOVA showed that the main effects of group (F 1,272 = 216.179, p < 0.001), spatial condition (F 1,272 = 16.266, p < 0.001) and SMR (F 3,272 = 74.318, p < 0.001) were all significant. However, all the two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were not significant.
For the threshold μ, a 2 (group: control, patient) by 2 (spatial type: separation, co-location) ANOVA showed that the main effects of group (F 1,68 = 47.397, p < 0.001) and spatial type (F 1,68 = 15.080, p = 0.004) were significant, but the two-way interaction was not significant (F 1,68 = 0.670, p = 0.416).
The threshold reduction (Δμ) induced by PSS was the difference in μ between the PSS condition and the PSC condition. A one-way ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference in Δμ between the groups (F 1,34 = 2.255, p = 0.142).
Online Supplementary Fig. S2 shows that the mean percentage correct button-press response for detecting target keywords during fMRI scanning was poorer in patients than healthy controls.
fMRI experiment
Difference in brain regions activated by simulated 'cocktail party' listening conditions between healthy controls and patients
Under the PSS listening condition, significantly reduced BOLD signals in the bilateral superior parietal lobule (SPL), right precuneus, left middle cingulate cortex (MCC) and left caudate (p < 0.05, FDR corrected) were found in patients compared with healthy controls (Fig. 2a, online Supplementary Table S2 ). Under the PSC condition, no significant difference in brain activation was found between controls and patients (p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Moreover, Spearman correlation analyses were conducted to identify the brain regions whose activation was related to the target-speech recognition. The ROIs included the brain structures listed in online Supplementary Table S2 . The parameter estimates of signal intensity for each ROI were extracted from each individual participant, and then both the mean CV for the PSS condition (the parameter estimate for the PSS condition minus the parameter estimate for the baseline, and averaged across participants) and the mean CV for the PSC condition (the parameter estimate for the PSC condition minus the parameter estimate for the baseline, and averaged across participants) for each ROI were calculated (Wild et al. 2012) . Under the PSS condition (Fig. 2) , significant negative correlation was found between the threshold μ of speech-recognition performance and the CV for 'PSS > baseline' in the left SPL (r = −0.550, p = 0.027) and right SPL (r = −0.538, p = 0.021) in healthy controls, (a) Brain regions associated with significant activation differences between controls and patients under either the 'perceived spatial separation (PSS) > baseline' condition or the 'perceived spatial co-location (PSC) > baseline' condition. The 'PSS > baseline' contrast represents the brain activation related to target-speech recognition against informational masking when the target and masker were perceived from different locations. The 'PSC > baseline' contrast represents the brain activation related to target-speech recognition against informational masking when the target and masker were perceived from the same location. The activation map was thresholded at p < 0.05 (false discovery rate corrected with activation of more than 10 contiguous voxels) and overlaid on the canonical template of SPM8 software. (b) The contrast value (CV) of 'PSS > baseline' (difference in percentage of signal change between the separation condition and baseline condition) in the left superior parietal lobule (SPL) was negatively correlated with the μ value in healthy controls but not patients. The CV of 'PSS > baseline' in the right SPL was negatively correlated with the μ value for both controls and patients. The CV of 'PSC > baseline' in the bilateral SPL showed no significant correlation with the μ value for both controls and patients. and in the right SPL (r = −0.635, p = 0.003) in patients. Under the PSC condition (Fig. 2b) , no significant correlation was found between μ and CV for the contrast of 'PSC > baseline'.
Brain regions activated by the PSS condition against the PSC condition Fig. 3a and online Supplementary Table S3 show that in healthy controls, compared with the PSC listening condition, introducing the PSS listening condition significantly enhanced BOLD signals in the bilateral SPL, right precuneus, bilateral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), left caudate, pars triangularis of the left inferior frontal gyri (TriIFG) and left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) (p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Also, Spearman correlation analyses showed that the PSS conditioninduced BOLD signal enhancement (CV for 'PSS > PSC') in the left ACC was significantly correlated with the performance threshold reduction (Δμ) induced by the PSS condition (r = 0.568, p = 0.009) (Fig. 3b) . However, compared with the PSS condition, introducing the PSC condition did not induce significant changes in BOLD signal (p < 0.05, FDR corrected). Fig. 3a and online Supplementary Table S3 also show that in patients, compared with the PSC condition, introducing the PSS condition did not activate either the SPL or the precuneus, but activated the left MFG, left TriIFG and left medial superior frontal gyrus (mSFG). Also, Spearman correlation analyses showed that the PSS condition-induced BOLD signal enhancement (CV for 'PSS > PSC') in the left mSFG was significantly correlated with the Δμ (r = 0.552, p = 0.013) (Fig. 3b) . Moreover, introducing the PSC condition (compared with the PSS condition) enhanced BOLD signals in the bilateral SPL and bilateral precuneus, implying a deactivation of the SPL by the shift from the PSC condition to the PSS condition.
Significantly reduced BOLD signals in the contrast of 'PSS > PSC' in the bilateral SPL were revealed in patients compared with healthy controls (Fig. 3c and online Supplementary Table S4) .
Correlation between brain activation induced by the PSS condition and psychotic symptoms
Significantly positive correlations were found between the CV of the left mSFG for the 'PSS > PSC' contrast and the positive symptom score of the PANSS, and between the CV and the P6-item score (suspiciousness/ persecution) of the PANSS (Fig. 4) .
PPI analyses
PPI analyses were conducted to identify the brain regions that exhibited functional connectivity with the bilateral SPL for the PSS > PSC contrast in controls and patients. The results showed that in healthy controls the enhanced functional connectivity of the left SPL was observed with the right TriIFG, bilateral caudate and left thalamus, and the enhanced functional connectivity of the right SPL was observed with the right TriIFG, right caudate and left thalamus. In patients, however, the significantly enhanced functional connectivity of the right SPL was observed with the left parahippocampus gyrus (PHG) and left angular (Fig. 5a and online Supplementary Table S5) .
Compared with those in healthy controls, in patients the functional connectivities of the left SPL with the pars opercularis of the right inferior frontal gyrus (OperIFG), right rolandic operculum (RO) and right caudate were significantly reduced ( Fig. 5b and online Supplementary Table S6 ). Also, the functional connectivities of the right SPL in patients with the right OperIFG and right RO were also significantly reduced ( Fig. 5b and online Supplementary Table S6 ).
Discussion
Schizophrenia-related deficits of speech recognition against informational masking
The behavioural test results of this study indicate that in people with schizophrenia, speech recognition against a two-talker speech masker is worse than that in healthy listeners when both spatial attention and masker suppression are involved in the performance. Thus, the results support the view that the augmented vulnerability of speech recognition to informational masking is an essential feature of schizophrenia (Wu et al. 2012 .
This study for first time discovers that speech recognition against informational masking is correlated with the target-speech-induced activation of the bilateral SPL in healthy listeners and that of the right SPL in listeners with schizophrenia under the PSS condition. The loss of correlation between the speech-recognition performance (threshold μ) and the target-speechinduced activation of the left SPL in listeners with schizophrenia suggests a schizophrenia-related functional impairment of the left SPL under 'cocktail party' listening conditions. Also, under the PSS condition, compared with healthy listeners, the target speech-induced brain activation in listeners with schizophrenia declined not only in the SPL but also in the right precuneus, left caudate and left MCC.
It has been reported that in 'cocktail party' listening situations, the SPL is involved in directing attention to one particular talker (Hill & Miller, 2010) and becomes transiently activated during voluntary shifts of attention (Yantis et al. 2002; Shomstein & Yantis, 2006; Serences & Yantis, 2007) . Moreover, the precuneus is involved in computing the exact spatial location of the target sound source (Zündorf et al. 2013) . Also, the MCC is activated during a variety of cognitive tasks including conflict monitoring, error detection, response selection and attention control (Shackman et al. 2011; Apps et al. 2013) . Clearly, the SPL, precuneus and MCC are the critical components in the network mediating attention/response selection (Schumacher et al. 2003; Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Shackman et al. 2011) . Particularly the SPL and precuneus are between controls and patients. The activation map was thresholded at p < 0.05 (FDR corrected with activation of more than 10 contiguous voxels) and overlaid on the canonical template of SPM8 software.
specialized for the processing of spatial attributes (Renier et al. 2009 ).
On the other hand, the SPL plays a role in suppressing irrelevant distracters to ensure accurate target selection in the competition between target and distracters (Wojciulik & Kanwisher, 1999; Pollmann et al. 2003; Krueger et al. 2007) . Also, the caudate contributes to speech inhibition and even more general response inhibition (Menon et al. 2001; Ketteler et al. 2008; Li et al. 2008; Ali et al. 2010) .
Thus, the brain regions beyond the traditional auditory system, including the posteromedial parietal cortex (containing the SPL and precuneus) and caudate, are normally involved in speech listening under reverberant conditions with multiple people talking, based on the integrated functions of spatial processing, attention direction and irrelevant-stimulus suppression.
It has been reported that there is a progressive reduction in working memory-induced modulation of functional connectivity between the right SPL and the frontal cortex across healthy controls, at-risk mental state participants and first-episode schizophrenic patients (Schmidt et al. 2013) . A recent study has even shown that abnormal connectivity between the right SPL and right MFG during working memory processing is already evident in individuals with an at-risk mental state and is related to psychiatric symptoms (Schmidt et al. 2014) . Thus, the right SPL is functionally impaired in people with schizophrenia. By introducing the listening condition with PSS between the targetspeech 'image' and the masker-speech 'image', this study reveals the most critical brain substrates (particularly the SPL, precuneus, caudate and MCC) that underlie schizophrenia-related deficits of speech recognition under 'cocktail party' listening conditions when both spatial attention and masker suppression are required.
Brain regions involved in PSS of speech sources
In both the current study and previous studies, shifts between the PSS and PSC listening conditions did not affect peripheral processes . Thus, the contrast in BOLD signal for the separation condition against the co-location condition represents cortical activities that are associated with higher-order perceptual processes. Previous studies have shown that the auditory cortex is involved in the masking of speech (Scott & McGettigan, 2013 ). This study further shows that the perceptual separation between target speech and masking speech involves an enhancement of BOLD signals in some brain regions beyond the traditional central auditory system: the bilateral SPL, right precuneus, bilateral ACC, left caudate, left TriIFG and left MFG.
As mentioned above, both the SPL and precuneus are critical in mediating spatial attention/response selection (Yantis et al. 2002; Schumacher et al. 2003; Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Shomstein & Yantis, 2006; Serences & Yantis, 2007; Renier et al. 2009; Hill & Miller, 2010; Zündorf et al. 2013) . In fact, both the ACC and MFG are also involved in suppressing irrelevant distracters to ensure accurate target selection in the competition between target and distracters (ACC: Fornito et al. 2011; Schulz et al. 2011; Shenhav et al. 2013; MFG: Lesh et al. 2011; Sokol-Hessner et al. 2012; Jeurissen et al. 2014) . When target speech and masking speech are perceived as spatially separated, although the listener's spatial attention to the perceived target location is facilitated, the masker also draws the listener's attention (especially when the SMR is low, e.g. −4 dB). The spatial attention/response competition occurs between the two perceived locations. Thus, the separation-induced activation of these brain regions in healthy listeners represents a normal engagement of neural processing for facilitating attention to the target speech.
Also as mention above, the SPL and caudate also play a role in suppressing irrelevant distracters (Wojciulik & Kanwisher, 1999; Menon et al. 2001; Pollmann et al. 2003; Krueger et al. 2007; Ketteler et al. 2008; Li et al. 2008; Ali et al. 2010) . The separation-induced enhancement of activation in the SPL and caudate represents an enhanced suppression of the masker (whose auditory image becomes outside the attention focus under the perceptual separation condition).
As mentioned in the Introduction, people with schizophrenia can use temporally pre-presented content cues (Wu et al. 2012) to unmask target speech and exhibit the intactness of the precedence effect (Mickey & Dalack, 2005) . For the first time, this study provides evidence showing that similar to healthy The activation maps are displayed on the group average structural image. All peaks were significant at p < 0.05 (false discovery rate corrected with activation more than 10 contiguous voxels). TriIFG, Pars triangularis of the left inferior frontal gyri; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; RO, rolandic operculum; OperIFG, pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus.
listeners, listeners with schizophrenia are able to benefit from the PSS to improve their recognition of target speech. However, as discovered by this study, the underlying brain substrates are different between listeners with schizophrenia and healthy listeners. One of the most striking findings of this study is that introducing the PSS listening condition (relative to the PSC condition) activates the bilateral SPL and right precuneus in healthy listeners but suppresses the bilateral SPL and bilateral precuneus in patients with schizophrenia.
Moreover, the separation-induced left ACC activation is significantly correlated with the separation-induced speech-recognition improvement (measured by Δμ) in healthy listeners but not in patients; the separationinduced left MFG activation is significantly correlated with the separation-induced speech-recognition improvement (Δμ) in patients but not in healthy listeners. We propose that normally the left ACC plays a role in specifically mediating the unmasking effect of PSS, and the perceptual separation-induced activation of the left MFG reflects a neural compensatory strategy for the impairment of both spatial attention to target signals and suppression of irrelevant signals that involve the ACC and SPL.
Interestingly, the PSS listening condition activates the mSFG only in patients, in whom this perceptual separation-induced activation of the left mSFG is correlated with the patients' positive syndrome. Thus, there is a link between the positive syndrome and the PSS-induced signal gating that involves the activation of the left mSFG. Previous studies have shown that the mSFG is involved in controlling goal-directed behaviour through the stable maintenance of task sets (Dosenbach et al. 2007) , selecting action sets (Rushworth et al. 2004) and representing an increase of attentional load (Mazoyer et al. 2002; Vickery & Jiang, 2009) . Thus, people with schizophrenia may utilize a different neural strategy to achieve PSS between speech sources when the SPL activation becomes abnormal in certain task situations. Since the recruitment of compensatory networks in people with schizophrenia is an important issue (Tan et al. 2007) , the separation-induced activation in the mSFG suggests that under reverberant environments there can be certain plasticity of neural mechanisms underlying PSS between speech sources.
PSS-related functional connectivities
Previous studies have suggested that the right IFG is involved in not only detection of speech stimuli (Vouloumanos et al. 2001 ) but also speech production including lexical decision (Carreiras et al. 2007 ) and lexical-tone production (Liu et al. 2006) . Since the motor-system involvement in speech perception is task-load dependent and the function of the auditory-motor link is important for speech perception under adverse listening conditions (Wu et al. 2014) , the normally enhanced functional connectivity of the SPL with the IFG suggests an enhanced involvement of the speech-production system to deal with 'cocktail party' speech listening situations. In healthy listeners the PSS listening condition enhances the functional connectivities of the bilateral SPL with the right TriIFG, bilateral caudate and left thalamus (online Supplementary Table S5 ). In listeners with schizophrenia the functional connectivities of the SPL significantly decline (online Supplementary Table S6) . As a substitution, the functional connectivities of the right SPL with the left PHG and left angular are enhanced by the PSS listening condition (online Supplementary  Table S5 ).
The results further support the view that introducing the PSS listening condition is an efficient way to reveal the schizophrenia-related functional changes of the brain structures involved in speech recognition under 'cocktail party' listening conditions.
The default mode network (DMN)
The DMN exhibits both correlated activity among the network component brain structures at resting status and decreased activation during performance of cognitive tasks (Raichle et al. 2001; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al. 2009; Andrews-Hanna, 2012; Zhang & Li, 2012) . One of the findings of this study is that a shift from the PSC condition to the PSS condition (i.e. the 'separation > co-location' analysis), which normally reduces the perceptual load for processing target speech against informational masking, reveals not only an increased activation of the precuneus and the ventral ACC (two of the component brain structures in the DMN) in healthy listeners, but also a decreased activation of the precuneus in patients with schizophrenia. In addition, the 'separation > co-location' contrast reveals an increased activation of the mSFG (another component structure in the DMN) in patients with schizophrenia but not in healthy controls. The results of this study both confirm previous findings that schizophrenia markedly affects the DMN (Whitfield-Gabrieli et al. 2009; Repovs et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2012; Andrews-Hanna et al. 2014; Gao et al. 2015) and reveal that different component structures of the DMN are affected differently by schizophrenia. Particularly, the activation of the mSFG, which is correlated with the positive syndrome of patients (this study; Gao et al. 2015) , may reflect a specific schizophrenia-related compensatory strategy for the functional impairments of the precuneus and ACC.
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